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HOW WE LOOK AT SPACE AND TIME AT VRO 
 

Presented by: 
Boyd Bowdish III 
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Camera Integration and Test Build Team 

Summit Commissioning Team 
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LSST TEAM AT SLAC 
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Vera Rubin Observatory 
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WHAT IS VRO (Vera Rubin Observatory) 

Vera Rubin proved the existence of dark matter, the invisible substance that makes up 27% of the universe.  
Her work on galaxy rotation rates uncovered discrepancies between theories and observations of the universe.  
Ever a scientist, she asked questions that led to even more questions, and she researched and analyzed hundreds of galaxies.  
Rubin did this while also raising four children and facing gender discrimination. 
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- LEGACY 

• The Observatory is designed to catalog the southern sky for a period of ten 
years 

- SURVEY   

• A methodical investigation of an area. In our case, the southern sky 

of 

- SPACE 

• A methodical investigation of an area. In our case, the southern sky 

and 

- TIME 

• The time frame for this observatory is a minimum of 10 years.  To catalog  the 
differences in astronomical entities over time 

LSST CAMERA AT VRO 
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VRO – LSST CAMERA  

Summit Facility, 
Cerro Pachon, 

Chile 
March 2019 
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WHERE WE BE AT BABY ! 

LOCATED IN  
ANDES MOUNTAIN 
RANGE 
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LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION 
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WHAT IT TAKES TO BUILD AN VRO 
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Boils down to "volume of universe" per unit observing time. 

• It is about the rate of survey coverage.  The main factors are area of sky, depth of sky and duty cycle ("shutter open 
time" / "observing time"). 

  

• To get the area you need, a wide field of view or many telescopes with small fields of view. 

  

• To get depth at fixed exposure time you have to increase the telescope aperture.  So small telescopes would need 
long exposures which would limit their area per unit time. 

  

• To get duty cycle, you need to minimize dead time which includes camera readout and telescope motion and these 
can be somewhat overlapped.  Our telescope moves very fast relative to its size, 5seconds to settle and track on 
nearest neighbor field that is ~3.5 deg motion.  The camera will read out in 2-3s (the final value is likely to be about 
2.3s).  Exposures are nominally pairs of 15seconds so the observing cadence is: tracking initated; expose 15s, readout 
2.3s, expose 15s, readout 2.3s and slew to new target at same time 5s.  So this had 30s of exposure in 37.3s total time 
for a duty cycle of 80%.    The real duty cycle will be worse because some telescope motions have to be large rather 
than neighboring fields. 

  

• There is a metric for all this called etendue which basically characterized the maximum rate you can cover the sky. 

 

HOW DO WE GET A LEGACY SURVEY of SPACE and TIME 
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- A primary goal of LSST is to detect change. Objects in the sky can vary both in brightness and in position, and searching for these changes presents 
design challenges. LSST must go faint fast. The ability to detect faint sources is directly proportional to the amount of light that can be captured at 
the source’s image on the telescope focal plane. The total amount of light captured is the product of the intensity of the light and the exposure time. 
One can increase the intensity by harvesting light over a larger area, by building an optical system with larger aperture. When observing objects 
which do not change, one can go fainter by exposing for a longer time, adding up the light falling on the detector until enough is accumulated to 
show the object against the background brightness of the sky. Here is where StarLink becomes an issue. 

- Transient objects, however, may not linger long enough for extended exposures. To catch these objects before they fade, the only recourse is 
increased collecting area. Long exposures also limit the amount of information which can be obtained about a transient source. A faint blip on a long 
exposure might have been caused by a faint, persistent source. It might equally well have come from a bright flash which lasted only a small fraction 
of the exposure time. To discriminate between these possibilities, exposure times must be as short as possible. Again, to go faint fast, over all of the 
sky, a large value for the product of telescope aperture and field-of-view is the only recourse. Here is where StarLink becomes an issue. 

- Objects which move during an exposure spread their light across the image. More exposure time results in a longer, but no brighter, streak. The 
faster the object moves, the less time is spent at any one point in the image. The less light is accumulated, the fainter the trail. The only way faint, 
fast-moving objects can be seen is again to increase the intensity through increased collecting area. The objects of interest to astronomers with the 
fastest motion in the sky are the Near-Earth Objects, or NEOs, asteroids whose orbits carry them close to, and even into, the Earth. For some of these 
objects, an exposure of 15 seconds leads to trailing in the image; longer exposures will not result in detecting fainter objects. It will take two seconds 
to transfer the image from the camera to the image-processing computers and five more seconds to re-point the telescope whenever necessary. 
Taking shorter exposures means that an increasing fraction of the telescope’s time is spent reading the camera or re-pointing, and not looking at the 
sky. 15 seconds is an appropriate compromise between making efficient use of telescope time and detecting as many transient objects as possible. 
Telescopes with less than LSST’s throughput would require longer exposures. Here is where StarLink becomes an issue. 

- These same data will be a treasure trove for breakthroughs in other areas of astronomy. Because modern detectors simply count the number of 
photons striking their photosensitive surface, images are represented by the number of photons detected at each point. Two or more images of the 
same location on the sky can be combined simply by adding these numbers pixel-by-pixel so that the result is virtually identical to that of a single, 
longer exposure. By “co-adding” images in this way, the ten-second exposure time required for catching transient sources in the act will not limit 
LSST’s ability to detect very faint, persistent sources through long exposures. Here is where StarLink becomes an issue. 

 

OBSERVING STRATEGIES 
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LSST MIRROR DESIGN 
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LSST WIDE FIELD VIEW 
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LSST TMA/DOME 
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LSST OBSERVATORY 
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POINTS OF SCALE 

Hi Margaux Lopez !! 
She luv’s Corgi’s 
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NERD ALERT !!! 
Optical System: 
  Etendue ( AΩ ) = 319 meter2degrees2 
  Field of View =  3.5 degrees (9.6 square degrees) 
  Primary mirror diameter =  8.4 m 
  Effective clear aperture =  6.68 m (on-axis) 
  Mean effective aperture = 6.423 m (area weighted 
over FOV) 
  Final f-ratio =  f/1.234 
  Plate scale =  50.9 microns/arcsec 
Imaging System: 
  Pixel count =  3.2 Gpixels 
  Readout time =  2 sec 
  Dynamic range =  18 bits 
  Pixel pitch = 10 micron (0.2 arcsec) 
Spectral Response: 
  Full bandpass range = 320-1050 nm 
  Total number of filters = 6 
  Number of active filters =  5 
  System 50% response points (nm) 
    u  324  395 
    g  405  552 
    r   552  691 
    i   691  818 
    z  818  921 
    y  922  997  

 

Survey Area: 
  Fiducial main survey area = 18,000 deg2 
  Total covered area (est.) = 25,000 deg^2 
    (main survey + special programs) 
  Fiducial number of visits per pointing in the main 
survey = 825 
Network bandwidths: 
  Summit (Pachón) to Base (La Serena) =  600 Gbps 
  Base (La Serena) to Archive (NCSA) = 2 x 100 Gbps 
  
Observation Properties: 
  The standard visit = 2 x 15 sec. exposures 
  Exposure sequence = 1 s open shutter + 14 s dwell + 
1 s close shutter = 16 s 
  Visit sequence = 16 s exp + 2 s readout + 16 sec exp 
= 34 s 
  (second readout concurrent with slew) 
  Median slew time between visits = 4.8 s 
  Mean slew time between visits = 6.8 s 
  Visits per night = "about a 1000" 
  Calibration exposures = 450/day 
  Data collected per 24 hr period = "about 20 TB" 

Data Releases: 
  Number of Data Releases = 11 
  Date of DR1 release = Date of Operations Start+ 12 months 
  Estimated counts for DR1 release 
    Objects = 18 billion 
    Sources = 350 billion (single epoch) 
    Forced Sources = 0.75 trillion   
  Estimated counts for DR11 
    Objects = 37 billion 
    Sources = 7 trillion (single epoch) 
    Forced Sources = 30 trillion 
    Visits observed = 2.75 million 
    Images collected = 5.5 million 3.2 Gigapixel images 
Alert Production: 
  Real-time alert latency =  60 seconds 
  Estimated number of alerts per night=  up to about 10 million 
Data and compute sizes: 
  Final volume of raw image data = 60 PB 
Final image collection (DR11) = 0.5 Exabytes 
  Final catalog size (DR11) = 15 PB 
  Final disk storage = 0.4 Exabytes 
  Peak number of nodes  = 1750 nodes 
  Peak compute power in LSST data centers = about 2 PFLOPS 
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- HOW IS VRO GOING TO HELP IN THE DISCOVERY OF DARK ENERGY ? 

 

- Short answer is Dark Energy is tricky.  It isn't measurable except as a global thing that drives the evolution of the universe scale as a 
function of time.  So only an aggregate analysis of data will contribute to understanding it.  An expert would give a better answer. 

  

- So Dark Energy results will come via combining LSST data with many other sources and data sets.  But in the LSST data it will be the 
locations of galaxies (angular coordinates (2d) and inferred redshift (how far back in time)) that is used the most.  The intention is to 
measure the expansion (rate) history of the universe.  The inferred redshift is the difficult part.  That relies upon taking data in the 6 
different filter bands for each galaxy with ~200 observations per filter accumulated over 10 years.  The for each galaxy that data set is 
used to infer a redshift (called a photometric redshift in contrast to a spectroscopic redshift).  The photometric redshift is an estimate 
based on the size, shape and brightness of the galaxy across the 6 filter bands.  They must be planning to use lots of AI to do this.  If you 
know what "type" a galaxy is you can predict what the spectrum should be and then integrate each filter band of a model spectrum for 
that type to predict the flux ratios in the LSST filters. 

 

- There is a huge effort to use known spectroscopic redshift data to build the models referred to above.  LSST galaxies that have been 
measured by spectroscopic surveys will be used to train the photometric redshift algorithms. 

  

- So this is one reason why there are hordes of young (and old) astrophysicists going to conferences and drinking coffee all the time to 
sort this all out.  Lots of coffee during the day, dinners and drinking (responsibly) at night.  Rinse and repeat. 

 

DARK ENERGY 
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SCALE OF OUR UNDERTAKING 
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LSST CAMERA 
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But first, why corgis? 
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Major Camera Elements 

Electronics 

Science Raft 

Camera Body 

Shutter 

Lens 

Cryostat 
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What makes the LSST Camera so impressive? 

- Largest digital camera ever constructed 

- 3.2 Gigapixel images 

- 24th magnitude single images 

- 640 mm focal plane is flat to +/- 10 microns 

 

 

Overview 
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- ~5.5 ft diameter x ~12 ft long 

- Size of a sports car (2003 Ferrari 360) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Camera Size 
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Camera Size 

https://www.pinterest.com/alsibley/secret-corgi-board/ 

Corgi 
puppies! 
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- Using a standard US mailbox to estimate corgi 
puppy size, each corgi takes up about 0.75 ft3 

Camera Size 

https://www.pinterest.com/alsibley/secret-corgi-board/ https://about.usps.com/publications/engineering-standards-specifications/spusps-std-7b01/welcome.html 
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Camera Size 

*no puppies were harmed in the making of this slide 
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Camera Size 

240! 

*no puppies were harmed in the making of this slide 
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Camera Resolution 
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RFAT Placement 

~ 1 inch apart 
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1 RAFT CAMERA ASSEMBLY 
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- RAFT placement spec. requires  no more than 500 microns between the edges of each RAFT. +/- 250 microns for each edge. 

- There were many times where the spacing became <50 microns. 

- RAFT installation could be any where’s from 4 hours to 12-18 hours.  

 

METICULOUS WORKMANSHIP 
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FOCAL PLANE SENSORS INSTALLED 
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- One Raft 

• 9 sensors  
18 televisions 

- Equivalent to: 

• 8 twin beds 

• 4 king beds 

 

Camera Resolution 
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- Full Camera:  

• 21 Rafts   

    378 televisions 

Camera Resolution 
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Camera Resolution 
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- In more relatable 
units: 

• If a candle were lit 
here at SLAC, it would 
be observable 10,400 
km away in Patagonia, 
Chile 

Camera Sensitivity 

https://www.worldatlas.com/aatlas/wrldnanb.htm 
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What makes the LSST Camera so impressive? 

- It can fit 240 corgis in it 

- You have to cover half of a basketball court 
with 4k televisions to display one raw image 

- It could see a candle at Stanford from 
Patagonia 

 

Overview 
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Thank you to these folks 

Margaux Lopez- Mechanical Engineer – LSST  

Kevin Reil – Physicist LSST   

Tony Tyson --  LSST Chief Scientist,  UC Davis 

Keith Bechtol – Physicist U-W 

Ellen Bechtol – Evaluation Specialist LSST – Outreach Specialist 

Amanda Bauer – Head of LSST EPO 

Victor L Krabbendam – LSST Project Manager 

Aaron Roodman – LSST Chief Scientist 

SLAC/DOE/LSST Corp 
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THANK YOU !! 


